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2020 APWA PUBLIC WORKS PROJECT OF THE YEAR NOMINATION

NEWMAN ROAD UNDERPASS
The Newman Road Underpass project enhanced public safety, improved access to 

a growing aerospace district, and provided opportunity for job growth and economic 

development to the Purdue University and West Lafayette communities. 

PROJECT OVERVIEW
Purdue University, the City of West Lafayette, and the Purdue Research 

Foundation partnered on a $12.5 million project to deliver a modern road-

way and bridge structure to accommodate easier access for passenger, 

commercial, and emergency vehicles; provide improved pedestrian and bi-

cycle access and safety to the Discovery Park District Aerospace; and create 

a gateway and front-door presence to the 176-acre aerospace district. This 

district is envisioned as a flagship area for public and private aerospace re-

search and development to advance aviation and aeronautics innovations. 

Road improvements were crucial to seeing the vision become a full reality. 

The new bridge structure replaced a 1-lane, 100-year-old underpass bridge 

long identified as too narrow, too low, and too dangerous for modern trav-

el. The project also included reconstructing and widening Newman Road 

from Benson Drive to State Road (SR)  26 and adding a dual-lane round-

about intersection at SR 26 and Newman Road. The old bridge structure 

was demolished, and a bridge-slide technique was used to erect and install 

the new bridge structure. The completed roadway and new bridge structure 

has opened the district for continued development, job growth, and overall 

community safety and enhancement 

USE OF GOOD CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES 
AND COMPLETION OF PROJECT ON SCHEDULE
Purdue University led the project management effort for the Newman Road 

Underpass project, coordinating with the overall project team as needed to 

meet milestones and ensure budget and schedule adherence. Several good 

construction techniques were used during this project. Thanks to the will-

ingness of the Kankakee, Beaverville & Southern (KBS) Railroad allowing an 

extended 106-hour outage of the track, a lateral bridge slide was able to be 

used to install the new railroad bridge over Newman Road. This construction 

technique, along with the extended outage, eliminated the need for a more 

expensive shoo-fly (or temporary runaround) track. A lateral bridge slide 

minimizes temporary right-of-way or easements and reduces the overall 

construction time. It provides greater safety for motorists and construction 

workers alike due to shortened work-zone durations. The technique also 
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reduces environmental impacts from vehicle and construction equipment 

emission. 

For the Newman Road Underpass project, construction crews built a new 

bridge structure on temporary supports adjacent to the existing stone arch 

structure. As previously mentioned, the railroad shut down train traffic for 

106 hours to allow for installing the new bridge structure. After demolition of 

the original stone and concrete arch, operators slid the newly constructed 

bridge into permanent position on new pile-supported precast end bents. 

The 44-foot slide took about 90 minutes to complete. This accelerated 

bridge construction (ABC) erection technique is quite common in railroad 

bridge construction and is becoming more widely accepted and implement-

ed in Indiana. 

The design team proactively coordinated with utilities to relocate their facil-

ities prior to construction so the project schedule was not impacted. For the 

time-critical bridge slide portion of the project, the team worked with Duke 

Energy and MCI/Verizon to relocate these two impacted facilities first. The 

remaining affected facilities within the project areas were relocated at a later 

stage.  

The design team also held a pre-bid meeting with interested contractors 

and steel fabricators to gather input so as to reduce costs and fabrication 

time frames. One such design change resulting from this meeting was elim-

inating the requirement for full-penetration (CJP) groove welds between the 

girder web and flanges. Less labor-intensive fillet welds were used, ultimate-

ly reducing fabrication time by weeks and also providing significant cost 

savings prior to bid.  

Completion of the SR 26 roundabout and Allison Road realignment occurred 

according to the construction schedule. The Newman Road underpass 

portion of the project was completed about two weeks after the original 

intermediate completion date due to Wabash Steel experiencing a delay 

in producing the materials. In addition to dealing with above-average ab-

sentee rates due to COVID-19 quarantine protocols, a severe early-April 

storm ripped through Vincennes, Indiana, resulting in significant damage 

to the steel fabrication plant. Wabash Steel worked to minimize the delay 

as much as possible, reducing the initial estimated delay from six to two 

weeks. Final completion of the project, including receipt of the accepted 

Notice of Termination (NOT) by the Indiana Department of Environmental 

Management (IDEM), is expected to finish several months ahead of the July 

22, 2021 contract completion date.

SAFETY PERFORMANCE
During construction, Newman Road was completely closed, which made 

it safer for the construction crew to work in the area without live traffic. 

Traffic control devices were utilized throughout the project to help with 

 maintenance-of-traffic delineation and temporary closures. Detours were 

established with appropriate/advanced signage to aid motorists in traveling 

to their destinations while road closures occurred. One detour was set for 

Newman Road and another detour for SR 26. 

The contractor installed wood posts with mounted fire extinguishers every 

500 feet along the project work site for added safety. In response to the 

COVID-19 pandemic, all project team members maintained and enforced a 

personal protective equipment requirement for all workers and site visitors.

The contractor, ICC Group, followed all Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration (OSHA) worksite protocols and implemented ongoing safe-

ty measures in coordination with project rules and practices. All required 

Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) safety trainings occurred, as did daily 

job briefings by the employee-in-charge. Construction areas were clearly 
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marked. The contractor successfully completed 6,776.5 project hours with 

zero accidents or injuries. 

COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Both the City of West Lafayette and Purdue University maintained websites 

to inform the community about the project’s components and to share proj-

ect updates. Purdue University also maintained a webcam that provided 

daily updates on construction activities. The West Lafayette website includ-

ed maps of detour routes and road closures throughout all three project 

phases. Maintaining access to the nearby Rolls-Royce/Purdue Technology 

Center Aerospace facility throughout construction served as a crucial com-

munity-relations element. The 55,000-square-foot center located within the 

aerospace district houses a Rolls-Royce facility conducting research and de-

velopment for jet engine components. 

Because of the closure of SR 26 and Newman Road during construction, 

the team let a separate construction contract to provide an alternate route 

for emergency vehicles to reach nearby residents during the closure. It in-

cluded paving a gravel road connecting the Maurice J. Zucrow Laboratories, 

the largest academic propulsion lab in the world, and the rear of the nearby 

Purdue University Airport. This newly paved road served as a safer emer-

gency route during construction.

DEMONSTRATED ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS
Environmental awareness was a prime consideration in this project. A ma-

jor environmental accommodation preserved a cluster of elm trees located 

near the southeast quadrant of the railroad bridge. These massive elm trees 

are believed to be among the oldest and tallest elm trees in Indiana and 

had previously survived a Dutch Elm Disease outbreak that wiped out many 

elms throughout the state. West Lafayette and Purdue University sought to 

preserve these elms if at all possible, and the design and construction teams 

sought to meet their needs. To that end, the contractor chose to use the 

west side of the underpass to erect and slide the railroad bridge rather than 

the east side where the elms were located. This accommodation, along with 

protective fencing and other special provisions within the contract, saved 

the elms from being cut down. 

Other steps occurred to protect the environment at the work site. Three 

wetlands and one stream were delineated within the project area. Efforts oc-

curred to minimize impacts to the wetlands and the waterways. Tree clearing 

was completed before March 31, 2020, to comply with regulations regarding 

Indiana bat habitats. Using LED lights for lighting along the completed road-

way is another design choice demonstrating environmental awareness.  The 

selected light poles matched the community’s State Street and Allison Road 

projects to provide consistency within the aerospace district and the West 

Lafayette community.  

UNUSUAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic created an adverse condition 

not seen in over 100 years. Discussions occurred whether to pause work 

at the construction site for worker and public safety. Upon Governor Eric 

Holcomb’s issuance of executive order 20-08 on March 23, 2020, estab-

lishing roadway projects as essential, construction could proceed. The de-

sign and construction teams enforced PPE requirements and followed guid-

ance from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and OSHA 

recommendations.    

Completing demolition of the stone and concrete arch, including mas-

sive stone footings, on schedule and without incident stands as another 

https://www.westlafayette.in.gov/department/division.php?structureid=268
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noteworthy accomplishment. This occurred during the 106-hour track out-

age despite the lack of any structural engineering or construction plans to 

be found in county or railroad records for the 100-year-old bridge structure. 

The completed project also successfully addressed the hazardous condi-

tions that the old roadway alignment and single-lane arch bridge posed for 

vehicular traffic due to the reverse curves and inadequate sight distance. 

Also ranking as a noteworthy accomplishment under adverse conditions 

is the opening of the Newman Road underpass on November 13, 2020. 

Although the opening occurred two weeks beyond the contract’s original 

intermediate completion date, this required cooperation from the contractor 

and steel fabricator, as mentioned previously, to accomplish. ICC was able 

to adjust other tasks during construction to keep progress moving forward 

without adding further delay to the contract completion schedule. 

ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS DEEMED OF 
IMPORTANCE TO THE PUBLIC WORKS AGENCY
Exceptional efforts occurred to ensure quality control of the bridge-slide 

procedures and the bridge erection. The design team completed multiple 

quality control reviews of the plans for these project construction compo-

nents. In addition to three-week look-ahead schedules, the contractor was 

also responsible for providing a detailed hourly breakdown of all work ac-

tivities during the 106-hour track outage. Review and concurrence of these 

schedules ensured that the railroad track would be opened back up to traffic 

without delays or monetary damages. 

Several steps were taken to save money and ensure sustainability. 

Excavated dirt fill from the water main and stormwater installations was re-

used as B-borrow, thus eliminating the need to transport additional soils 

from off-site to construct the proposed roadway and roundabout. After ana-

lyzing the project soil report, it was determined that a lesser amount of lime 

stabilization would be required to obtain the required compaction results. 

As part of the project, alternative methods were used whenever possible 

to promote sustainability. One example was using #53 recycled concrete 

in various locations under the walk path and base aggregate lifts instead of 

#53 limestone. 

Incorporating short, modular-block retaining walls adjacent to the roadway 

and multi-use path reduced the overall length of the bridge structure, which 

reduced the costs of structural steel. These innovative design features en-

sured the overall project was successfully completed under budget. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROJECT TO MEET A 
PERCEIVED COMMUNITY NEED
The Newman Road Underpass project met a significant need for Purdue 

University and the Discovery Park District Aerospace: sparking further eco-

nomic development and continued growth within the area. The $1 billion, 176-

acre aerospace district located along the west side of Purdue University’s 

campus was envisioned as a flagship for public and private aerospace re-

search and development to advance aviation and aeronautics innovations. 

It would bring high-tech, high-paying jobs to Tippecanoe County while ad-

vancing groundbreaking research and innovation. But before that could 

happen, traffic needed to move freely and safely through the district.

The rustic 100-year-old Newman Road underpass and the rural qualities of 

Newman Road served as major roadblocks to that growth. The underpass 

structure’s top clearance was marked at 11 feet, 2 inches at its rounded peak, 

which is significantly below the minimum clearance for an urban collector of 

14.5 feet. The low clearance made it impossible for truck traffic to travel from 

SR 26 to the district. The one-lane underpass was cited as a reason for slow 

progress in developing the aerospace district.  
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Similarly, the existing Newman Road corridor consisted of two 10-foot lanes 

and open shoulders with no additional room to accommodate pedestrian 

facilities or increased vehicular traffic. It became increasingly obvious that 

without a new underpass and roadway improvements, the district’s devel-

opment would be stifled. 

In April 2019, Purdue University, the City of West Lafayette, and the Purdue 

Research Foundation (PRF) announced a joint local public agency roadway 

improvement project using a design-bid-build delivery method. Just one 

month later, global defense and security company Saab announced it would 

invest $37 million and employ up to 300 people at a new manufacturing 

plant in the district. The facility will support production of the US Air Force’s 

next generation T-X jet fighter. The Newman Road Underpass project served 

as a crucial complementary piece to the financial incentive package that 

state, city, and university officials put together to land Saab. 

With most project elements complete and the roadway open as of November 

13, 2020, improved safety and traffic flow is achieved and more growth can 

occur in the district. It also improves opportunities for additional job creation.      

USE OF ALTERNATIVE MATERIALS, PRACTICES, 
OR FUNDING THAT DEMONSTRATE A 
COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY
The design team planned for the planting of 42 trees in the project area, 

which met two related goals. First, Purdue University is a Tree Campus and 

is a certified Gold-Level Conversation Champion in the Sustainable Campus 

program administrated by the Indiana Wildlife Federation. Purdue became 

the first-ever campus to earn certification in the comprehensive program 

that promotes sustainable landscaping to increase wildlife habitat, manage 

surface runoff, and reduce excessive nutrient pollution. Secondly, tree plant-

ing is part of the City of West Lafayette’s local ordinances. West Lafayette is 

also a Tree City USA community, and the planting of new trees complements 

that program. Tree City USA is an Arbor Day Foundation program providing 

the framework necessary for communities to manage and expand their pub-

lic trees. 

Additionally, the project met the requirements of Tippecanoe County’s drain-

age ordinance. This project coordinated with the Allison Road improvement 

project for which American Structurepoint’s civil engineering staff provided 

site and drainage plans. The size of the detention pond for the Allison Road 

project was increased to accommodate runoff from the Newman Road proj-

ect to meet the Tippecanoe County drainage requirements. This eliminated 

the need for two separate retention ponds. 

Yet another sustainable commitment involved choosing Grade-50 weather-

ing steel for fabrication of the bridge structure. This material increases the 

useful life of the structure while minimizing future maintenance needs. It 

removes the need for constant repainting and recoating of the steel. 

ECONOMIC CHALLENGES 
A unique partnership among Purdue University, the City of West Lafayette, 

and PRF made the project’s financial funding a reality. Purdue University 

and the City of West Lafayette joined with the Indiana Department of 

Transportation (INDOT) and PRF to secure $10 million in funding through the 

Federal Funds Exchange program administered by INDOT. The remaining 

$2.5 million was funded by PRF, the nonprofit entity developing the aero-

space district in conjunction with Browning Investments, Inc. 

“Based on Purdue’s experience delivering multi-million transformative proj-

ects, it was natural for Purdue to partner with the other local entities for this 

project,” said Jay Wasson, associate vice president of Purdue Administrative 
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Operations. “We are pleased to continue fostering unique town-and-gown 

relationships with PRF and the City of West Lafayette.” 

A Newman Road scoping study completed by American Structurepoint con-

sidered six potential alternatives for the new Newman Road corridor. Each 

alternative was developed to minimize potential impacts to traffic, environ-

mentally sensitive areas, utilities, and right-of-way acquisition. Upgrading 

the existing Newman Road alignment, along with building a  dual-lane round-

about at Newman Road and SR 26, was found to be the best alternative 

due to minimal right-of-way acquisition and lesser impact to the surrounding 

facilities located in the district. The new roundabout would also operate at 

acceptable levels of service based on traffic projections for the area and 

would provide improved intersection spacing from Newman Road to US 231.    

CREATIVE USE OF MUNICIPAL RESOURCES, 
EQUIPMENT, LABOR, OR FUNDS
Purdue University and the City of West Lafayette joined with INDOT and PRF 

to ensure that a unique partnership would secure funding for the project. 

PRF provided land for the project as part of its $2.5 million funding contri-

bution. These resources came together to produce multiple benefits for the 

community. First and foremost is the realization of the vision set forth by 

creating the 176-acre Discovery Park District Aerospace—a district for public 

and private aerospace research and development to advance aviation and 

aeronautics innovations. Multimodal traffic can now move freely and safely 

through a new underpass that meets federal design standards. Safer and 

easier access is provided for passenger, commercial, and emergency vehi-

cles. It also improves opportunities to create high-tech, high-paying jobs in 

the district. Economic development can continue in the district, which will 

benefit Tippecanoe County and the surrounding region for years to come.  
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Main photo: Newman Road Prior to Construction (photo credit: American Structurepoint); Inset photo: Poorly Aligned Road Prior to Construction (photo credit: Google Earth)
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Newman Road After Construction (photo credit: Purdue University Administration Operations Communications)
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Bridge Slide (photo credit: Purdue University)
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Bridge Slide (photo credit: Purdue University)
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Bridge Slide (photo credit: American Structurepoint)
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SR 26 and Newman Road Roundabout (photo credit: Purdue University)
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Elm Tree Cluster (photo credit: American Structurepoint)


